Fluorescent Cancer-Selective Alkylphosphocholine Analogs for Intraoperative Glioma Detection

**BACKGROUND:** 5-Aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA)-induced tumor fluorescence aids brain tumor resections but is not approved for routine use in the United States. We developed and describe testing of 2 novel fluorescent, cancer-selective alkylphosphocholine analogs, CLR1501 (green) and CLR1502 (near infrared), in a proof-of-principle study for fluorescence-guided glioma surgery.

**OBJECTIVE:** To demonstrate that CLR1501 and CLR1502 are cancer cell-selective fluorescence agents in glioblastoma models and to compare tumor-to-normal brain (T:N) fluorescence ratios with 5-ALA.

**METHODS:** CLR1501, CLR1502, and 5-ALA were administered to mice with magnetic resonance imaging-verified orthotopic U251 glioblastoma multiforme- and glioblastoma stem cell-derived xenografts. Harvested brains were imaged with confocal microscopy (CLR1501), the IVIS Spectrum imaging system (CLR1501, CLR1502, and 5-ALA), or the Fluobeam near-infrared fluorescence imaging system (CLR1502). Imaging and quantitative analysis of T:N fluorescence ratios were performed.

**RESULTS:** Excitation/emission peaks are 500/517 nm for CLR1501 and 760/778 nm for CLR1502. The observed T:N ratio for CLR1501 (9.28 ± 0.08) was significantly higher (P < .01) than for CLR1501 (3.51 ± 0.44 on confocal imaging; 7.23 ± 1.63 on IVIS imaging) and 5-ALA (4.81 ± 0.92). Near-infrared Fluobeam CLR1502 imaging in a mouse xenograft model demonstrated high-contrast tumor visualization compatible with surgical applications.

**CONCLUSION:** CLR1501 (green) and CLR1502 (near infrared) are novel tumor-selective fluorescent agents for discriminating tumor from normal brain. CLR1501 exhibits a tumor-to-brain fluorescence ratio similar to that of 5-ALA, whereas CLR1502 has a superior tumor-to-brain fluorescence ratio. This study demonstrates the potential use of CLR1501 and CLR1502 in fluorescence-guided tumor surgery.
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Evidence has accumulated that achieving a radiographic gross total resection (GTR) in high-grade gliomas (HGGs) improves overall survival. Two retrospective case-control series reported that GTR significantly improved overall survival from 8 to 13 months.1,2 Despite evidence for a survival benefit, the overall rate of achieving GTR is relatively low. A literature meta-analysis found that the GTR rate was 62.3% (range, 33%-76%) for HGG.3 Other reports suggest that even when tumor anatomy prevents safe GTR, maximizing extent of resection for HGG increases overall survival. Sanai et al found a survival benefit even for a subtotal extent of resection down to 78%. The goal of increasing extent of resection to reduce tumor burden and to improve survival must be balanced against the higher risk of neurological deficits associated with more severe resection.
extensive resections, especially because postoperative neurological deficit is associated with diminished quality of life and survival.

Many innovative technologies are being developed to improve tumor visualization and to optimize strategies for maximal safe resection. Innovations such as the operative microscope, intraoperative ultrasound, image-guided neuronavigation, and intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been applied to improve tumor surgery. Fluorescence agents for tumor detection or visualization are a promising new strategy to discriminate tumor from normal tissue and are being studied for maximizing safe surgical resection in multiple cancers, including bladder cancer, ovarian cancer, and brain tumors.

5-Aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) is currently approved in Europe for fluorescence-guided neurosurgery. 5-ALA is converted in tumors via the porphyrin synthesis pathway to protoporphyrin IX (PpIX; fluorescent excitation peak, 405 nm; emission peak, 635 nm). Stummer et al. demonstrated that oral 5-ALA administration leads to relative accumulation of fluorescent PpIX in HGG, which discriminates tumor from normal brain in both rodents and humans. A phase IIIIA trial comparing 5-ALA–guided HGG resection and standard microsurgery showed improved GTR (36% vs 65%) and better 6-month progression-free survival (41% vs 21%). On the basis of the above study, 5-ALA use for HGG resection has been adopted internationally, but because the study was not powered adequately to address overall survival and did not involve US sites, 5-ALA is still not approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for routine use in America.

5-ALA–guided fluorescence of malignant gliomas provides unprecedented high positive predictive value and sensitivity. Several methods are also being developed and tested to detect cases of low or variable tumor PpIX fluorescence signal, including intraoperative confocal microscopy and intraoperative spectroscopy. It is also unknown whether 5-ALA detects clinically significant subsets of cancer cells such as cancer stem cells. Therefore, many investigators are interested in developing new tumor visualization agents and technologies.

We recently reported preclinical and early human studies of cancer-targeted alkylphosphocholine (APC) analogs based on CLR1404 [18-(p-iodophenyl) octadecylphosphocholine] that display prolonged tumor-selective retention in many different cancers via testing of 55 different in vivo rodent and human cancer and cancer stem cell models. Extensive in vitro and in vivo testing shows the inherent advantage of this new, broad-spectrum cancer-targeting platform: All APC analogs have identical tumor-specific uptake and persistence regardless of the added radioactive or fluorescence label. Tumor-specific APC uptake, partly through the lipid raft-rich compartment of cancer cell membranes coupled with elimination from normal tissues over time, yields high tumor-specific discrimination and targeting for imaging and therapy. Depending on the conjugated radionuclide, CLR1404 may be used for tumor-selective positron emission tomography imaging (131I-CLR1404) or therapeutic radiation (124I-CLR1404). Two fluorescent CLR1404 derivatives were also developed by substituting iodine with fluorescent moieties: CLR1501 (green) and CLR1502 (near infrared; Figure 1A). CLR1501 and CLR1502 also exhibit tumor selectivity in vitro and in vivo for human glioblastoma stem cell (GSC) lines and xenografts. We envision and are developing the APC cancer-targeting platform for multiple steps in clinical cancer management: diagnostic cancer imaging, surgical tumor detection, and adjuvant cancer therapy. This study compares CLR1501 and CLR1502 with 5-ALA as tumor fluorescence agents and serves as a proof of principle for the potential use of fluorescent APC agents in cancer surgery.

OBJECTIVES

This study aims to define the excitation/emission spectra of CLR1501 and CLR1502, to demonstrate that CLR1501 and CLR1502 fluorescence differentiates tumor and normal brain in mouse models of orthotopic U251 glioblastoma multiforme (GBM)- and GSC-derived xenografts, and to compare the tumor fluorescence of 5-ALA/PpIX with the 2 fluorescent APC analogs.

METHODS

Fluorescence Spectra Analysis

CLR1501 (18-[p-(4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-8-yl)-phenyl]-octadecyl phosphocholine) and CLR1502 (1,3,3-trimethyl-2-[E]-2-[3E]-3-(2-[2E]-1,3,3-trimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-indol-2-ylidene)ethylidene)-2-[4-(18-[(2E)-1,3,3-trimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-indol-2-ylidene)ethyl]phosphonoato(oxo)octadecyloxy]cyclohex-1-en-1-yl][ethenyl]-3H-indol-1-ium) were provided by Cellectar Biosciences, Inc (Madison, Wisconsin). PpIX was purchased (P8293, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri). CLR1501, CLR1502, and PpIX were diluted in ethanol at 40 μg/mL. Ethanol solvent was chosen to avoid the unwanted spectral shifts seen with dimethyl sulfoxide.

The agents were then analyzed in experimental triplets with the Tecan Safire 2 microplate reader to obtain fluorescence excitation and emission spectra. The following spectra collection parameters were used: 1-nm increments, 10-nm bandwidth, 10 counts per wavelength, and gain of 90. Fluorescence spectra were normalized to peak values.

Orthotopic GBM Xenograft Model

All studies were performed under approved protocols by the University of Wisconsin-Madison Institutional Review Board and the Animal Care and Use Committee. Nonobese diabetic severe combined immunodeficient (NOD SCID) mice, U251 glioblastoma line, and our patient-derived 22T GBM and GSC lines were used. GSC lines (22GSC, 33GSC, 105GSC) were isolated and validated for multipotent differentiation and tumor invasion via orthotopic xenografts in our laboratory as previously reported. In brief, cells passaged in vitro were enzymatically dissociated into single-cell suspensions, with between 2 × 10^6 and 1 × 10^6 cells suspended in 5 μL of phosphate-buffered solution (PBS). GSCs were stereotactically injected with a Hamilton syringe into the right striatum of anesthetized mice at a rate of 1 μL/min. Coordinates are referenced from bregma: 0 mm anteroposterior, +2.5 mm mediolateral, and −3.5 mm dorsoventral. Either at onset of neurological
symptoms or at 3 months, xenograft formation was verified with T2-weighted MRI using a 4.7-T horizontal-bore small-animal MRI scanner (Varian, Palo Alto, California).

Fluorescence Agents

CLR1501 and CLR1502 were formulated for intravenous injection as previously described. 29 5-ALA purchased commercially (A3785, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) was dissolved in sterile saline. As recommended by the University of Wisconsin Animal Care committee, mice with documented orthotopic GSC or U251 xenografts received approximately 50 to 100 µL retro-orbital injections (equivalent to tail vein injection) 34,35 of CLR1501, CLR1502, 5-ALA, or a combination after isoflurane anesthesia induction: CLR1501 (16 mg/kg, 4 days before euthanasia), CLR1502 (2 mg/kg, 4 days before euthanasia), or 5-ALA (100 mg/kg, an average of 5 hours 45 minutes [range, 5 hours 10 minutes-6 hours 13 minutes] before euthanasia). After the elapsed time, mice were deeply anesthetized with xylazine/ketamine and then euthanized via perfusion fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS.

Confocal Imaging

Extracted brains were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C and then placed in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4°C until saturation. Brains were then frozen in Tissue-Tek optimal-cutting-temperature compound (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, California) using an isopentane cryobath and stored at −80°C. The brains were cryosectioned at 100 µm, treated with 1 µmol/L ToPro3 iodide nuclear stain in PBS for 15 minutes (T3605, Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon), washed with PBS, and mounted with Prolong Gold antifade reagent (P36934, Molecular Probes).

FIGURE 1. A, chemical structures of APC analogs. B, fluorescence spectra: CLR1501 (excitation [Exc] peak, 500 nm; emission [Em] peak, 517 nm), CLR1502 (excitation peak, 760 nm; emission peak, 778 nm), and protoporphyrin IX (PpIX; excitation peak, 402 nm; emission peak, 633 nm). C through E, U251-derived orthotopic brain tumor verified by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; C, T2-weighted) and labeled with CLR1501 (E) with ToPro3 nuclear counterstain (D). F through H, histological analysis of brain-tumor interface in 22T glioblastoma multiforme-derived orthotopic xenograft labeled with CLR1501 (green). F, epifluorescent visualization of xenograft-brain border with blue DAPI nuclear counterstain. G, confocal view of a xenograft labeled with CLR1501. H, confocal and bright-field view of xenograft and adjacent normal brain. N, normal brain; RFU, relative fluorescent units; T, tumor.
Whole-brain sections were imaged with a Nikon A1RSi Confocal microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, New York) using x10 magnification. CLR1501 fluorescence was imaged with a 488-nm excitation laser with a 525/550-nm emission filter, and ToPro3 fluorescence was imaged with a 640-nm excitation laser and 650-nm long-pass filter. NIS Elements Advanced software was used to measure the average CLR1501 fluorescence intensity of equivalent-sized regions of interest in tumors vs contralateral brain (determined by ToPro3 nuclear staining).

Ex Vivo Flow Cytometry
Tumor xenografts were microscopically dissected from mouse brains, with special care taken to minimize contamination with normal brain parenchyma. Xenografts were enzymatically dissociated with the use of Accutase for 15 minutes at 37°C, followed by mechanical trituration with a P200 pipette. The tissue slurry was filtered with a 40-μm cell strainer and resuspended in flow cytometry buffer (PBS + 1% goat serum). Cells were then washed multiple times and analyzed with the flow cytometry (FACScalibur, Becton Dickinson). The flow cytometer was corrected for background fluorescence (brain cells from animals that were not injected with CLR1501). Data were collected on 10000 cells using proper gating for CLR1501 (excitation/emission, 490/515 nm) and analyzed with WinMDI freeware (http://facs.scripps.edu/software.html). Live cells were gated using forward and side scatter. Proper gating is established to quantify positive vs negative fluorescent cells by comparison with isotype controls. Intensity is represented by relative fluorescent units or the geometric mean of resulting histograms.

IVIS Spectrum Imaging
Paraformaldehyde perfusion-fixed brains were bisected at the tumor injection site. The IVIS Spectrum system (Perkin-Elmer/Xenogen, Waltham, Massachusetts) was used to visualize the brains with measurements of average radiance (ps⁻¹ cm⁻² sr⁻¹) obtained from a standard-sized region of interest in the tumor compared with contralateral normal brain to calculate a ratio of average radiance. The following excitation/emission combinations were used: CLR1501, 500/540 nm; CLR1502, 745/800 nm; and 5-ALA, 430/640 nm. After IVIS imaging, the brains were embedded in paraffin, sectioned, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and imaged with an EVOS XL Core bright-field microscope (Advanced Microscopy Group, Bothell, Washington) to verify tumor xenograft. It is important to note that because of technical constraints of the IVIS system, 5-ALA excitation was performed at 430 nm (range, 415-445 nm), not at the reported optimum of 402 nm.

Near-Infrared Imaging
CLR1502-injected mice were imaged with the Fluobeam 800 (Fluoptics, Grenoble, France), which is a hand-held imaging system designed for detecting in vivo near-infrared fluorescence (excitation laser wavelength of 780 nm and a charge-coupled device camera with an 820- to 860-nm filter).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were done with Microsoft Excel for Mac 2011 version 14.3.7. Comparisons of mean fluorescence ratio in tumor compared with contralateral normal brain (T:N) and T:N ratios between fluorescence agents were performed with a 1-tailed unpaired Student t test. All data with a value of P < .05 were considered significant. Numbers of experiments and mice used are indicated.

A total of 35 mice harboring xenografts (25 U251, 10GSC) were imaged on the IVIS system for CLR1501, CLR1502, or 5-ALA signal. A total of 9 mice (5 U251, 4 GSC-derived xenografts) were imaged on the Fluobeam near-infrared visualization system after CLR1502 injection.

RESULTS

CLR1501 and CLR1502 Spectra
CLR1501 has an excitation peak at 500 nm and emission peak at 517 nm in the visible green spectrum. CLR1502 has an excitation peak at 760 nm and emission peak at 778 nm in the near-infrared spectrum (Figure 1B). Similar to prior published data, the PpIX fluorescence spectra observed in our laboratory reveal a 402-nm excitation peak and a 633-nm emission peak.

Confocal Imaging of CLR1501 Tumor Fluorescence
To avoid ethanol dehydration and extraction of CLR1501 and CLR1502 from tissues, frozen xenograft sections were used for imaging. Confocal imaging of frozen brain sections demonstrated a clear difference in CLR1501 fluorescence between tumor xenografts and contralateral normal brain (Figure 1C-1E, representative U251 xenograft). For U251 glioblastoma xenografts (n = 13), the observed average T:N fluorescence ratio was 3.51 ± 0.01 (P < .001). With 22T GBM-derived xenografts, representative magnified views of green fluorescent CLR1501 tumor label show the cellular margin between tumor and normal brain (Figure 1F-1H). For 22CSC xenografts (n = 2), the observed T:N fluorescence ratio was 5.84 ± 3.3, although the small sample size limits statistical impact.

CLR1501 Tumor Fluorescence by Flow Cytometry
After MRI-verified tumor growth, U251 glioblastoma xenografts from mice injected with CLR1501 (n = 4) were removed, analyzed by ex vivo flow cytometry, and compared with normal contralateral brain. U251 xenografts revealed a mean T:N ratio of 14.8 ± 7.34 (P = .07; Figure 2A).

IVIS Tumor Fluorescence Imaging: CLR1501 vs 5-ALA
For all U251 glioblastoma xenografts from mice injected with CLR1501 (n = 18) and imaged with IVIS (excitation/emission, 500/540 nm), the mean T:N fluorescence ratio was 7.23 ± 1.63. This was significantly higher than the observed mean T:N ratio of 0.87 ± 0.07 (P < .001) of the negative controls: U251
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xenografts not exposed to CLR1501 (n = 7) that were imaged at the same settings.

The observed mean T:N fluorescence ratio was 4.81 ± 0.92 for all U251 xenografts from mice treated with 5-ALA (n = 19) and imaged with IVIS (excitation/emission, 430/640 nm). This was significantly higher than the observed mean T:N ratio of 1.14:0.19 (P < .001) of the negative controls, U251 xenografts not treated with 5-ALA (n = 6) and imaged at the same settings. Overall, CLR1501-treated mice had a higher mean T:N fluorescence ratio than 5-ALA-treated mice, but the difference was not statistically significant (7.23 ± 1.63 vs 4.81 ± 0.92; P = .08).

Direct comparison of CLR1501 with 5-ALA was performed in 15 mice harboring U251 xenografts that were cotreated with both agents. The observed mean T:N fluorescence ratio was higher for CLR1501 (6.88 ± 1.57) than 5-ALA (4.00 ± 0.97), but the difference was not significant (P = .07).

The measured average radiance of U251 tumors labeled with CLR1501 (3.15 × 10 μs p−1 cm−2 sr−1) was higher than tumors labeled with 5-ALA (2.17 × 10 μs p−1 cm−2 sr−1), but this was due in part to the background autofluorescence also being higher at the settings used for imaging CLR1501 (1.67 × 10 μs p−1 cm−2 sr−1) than for 5-ALA imaging (2.93 × 10 μs p−1 cm−2 sr−1). For 105CSC xenografts, the mean T:N fluorescence ratio trended higher for CLR1501 (12.04 ± 3.64; n = 2) than for 5-ALA (6.52 ± 1.63; n = 3), but these data did not reach significance, partly because of the small sample sizes (P = .17). It is important to note that as a result of technical constraints of the IVIS system, 5-ALA excitation was performed at 430 nm (range, 415-445 nm), not at the reported optimal 402-nm wavelength.

IVIS Fluorescence Imaging: CLR1502 vs 5-ALA and CLR1501

For U251 glioblastoma xenografts in mice treated with CLR1502 (n = 5) and imaged with IVIS (excitation/emission, 745/800 nm), the mean T:N fluorescence ratio was 9.28 ± 1.08. This is significantly higher than the mean T:N ratio of 1.03 ± 0.01 (P < .001) for the negative controls: U251 xenografts in mice not injected with CLR1502 (n = 20) imaged at the same settings. For U251 xenografts, the mean T:N ratio was significantly higher for CLR1502 (9.28 ± 1.08) than for 5-ALA (4.81 ± 0.92; P < .01). Although the mean T:N ratio was higher for CLR1502 (9.28 ± 1.08) than for CLR1501 (7.23 ± 1.63), the difference was not significant (P = .13; Figure 2B).

For 33CSC xenografts and 105CSC xenografts, the sample size was too small to statistically compare CLR1502 with 5-ALA, but significant CLR1502 tumor fluorescence was observed in xenografts derived from both CSC lines. For 33CSC xenografts, the mean T:N ratio for CLR1502 (n = 2) was 5.47 ± 3.12. This compares with the 33CSC mouse xenografts (n = 1) treated with 5-ALA with a T:N ratio of 6.20. For 105CSC xenografts, the mean T:N ratio for CLR1502 (n = 3) was 13.31 ± 3.42, which was not statistically significant from the mean T:N ratio for 5-ALA (n = 3), 6.52 ± 1.63 (P = .09).

The measured average radiance of U251 tumors labeled with CLR1502 is 6.92 × 10 μs p−1 cm−2 sr−1, higher than both CLR1501- and 5-ALA-labeled tumors, but the background autofluorescence measured at the CLR1502 imaging settings is low (4.45 × 10 μs p−1 cm−2 sr−1), similar to the autofluorescence at the 5-ALA settings and less than the autofluorescence at the CLR1501 settings. As noted, 5-ALA excitation was performed from 415 to 445 nm, not at the reported optimal 402 nm, because of IVIS system technical constraints.

CLR1502 Visualization With Fluobeam and the Leica OH4 Microscope

Near-infrared imaging of CLR1502 fluorescence with the Fluobeam device provided excellent macroscopic tumor...
delineation from normal brain (Figure 3) for all tested GBM/GSC-derived xenografts (U251, 22CSC, 33CSC, 105CSC). Resected tissues with CLR1502 near-infrared fluorescence were confirmed as tumor on hematoxylin and eosin sections (Figure 3E), and the adjacent minimally fluorescent tissue was confirmed as nontumor brain (Figure 3F). Under nonoptimized conditions, distinct near-infrared tumor fluorescence was also detectable in CLR1502-labeled U251 xenografts (n = 2) with a standard Leica OH4 operative microscope with the FL800 attachment (Figure 4). Near-infrared imaging of CLR1502 tumor fluorescence successfully localized tumor through intact skin and skull in a live mouse and provided excellent tumor delineation on tumor resection after euthanasia, serving as proof of principle for CLR1502 fluorescence-guided tumor surgery (see the Video, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/NEU/A703, which shows

FIGURE 3. A and B, CLR1502 fluorescence of 22CSC-derived orthotopic xenograft (B) compared with visible light (A). C and D, CLR1502 fluorescence of 22CSC-derived xenograft demonstrating excellent macroscopic tumor delineation from normal brain (D) compared with visible light (C). E and F, verification of tumor (T; E) and normal brain (N; F) by histology (hematoxylin and eosin).
CLEAR1502 fluorescence visualization of U251-derived xenograft in mouse.

**DISCUSSION**

Using multiple imaging modalities and primarily the U251 GBM model (and multiple GSC-derived xenografts), this study demonstrated that CLEAR1501 and CLEAR1502 provide excellent fluorescence discrimination of tumor from adjacent normal brain. CLEAR1501 provides fluorescence in the green spectrum (excitation/emission, 500/517 nm) and shows good tumor-to-brain distinction using confocal microscopy, ex vivo flow cytometry, and IVIS Spectrum imaging. CLEAR1502 provides fluorescence in the near-infrared spectrum (excitation/emission, 760/778 nm) and shows very high tumor-to-brain distinction using all 3 modalities of IVIS Spectrum imaging. Fluobeam detection, and commercially available operative microscopes with appropriate fluorescence detection attachments. The capability of already approved and available commercial imaging systems to visualize these tumor fluorescence agents would accelerate translation to clinical use.

Comparison of CLEAR1501 and CLEAR1502 with 5-ALA is important because 5-ALA is the current standard for fluorescence-guided neurosurgery. With the use of IVIS Spectrum imaging of mice harboring U251 GBM xenografts, direct comparison of CLEAR1501 and CLEAR1502 with 5-ALA showed that the mean CLEAR1501 T:N fluorescence ratio is comparable to the 5-ALA ratio, whereas the mean CLEAR1502 T:N fluorescence ratio was significantly higher than the 5-ALA ratio. Additionally, a near-infrared agent like CLEAR1502 is attractive for fluorescence-guided resection because of the decreased tissue absorption of light and relative low tissue autofluorescence at the near-infrared spectrum. Therefore, use of near-infrared fluorescence will help minimize the loss of signal caused by bleeding during resections.

**Limitations**

Still, a current limitation of using near infrared fluorescence agents in surgery is that tumor is visualized on a separate monitor in a darkened operating theater, and surgeons cannot simultaneously visualize the resection field and instruments directly, as in 5-ALA-guided surgeries under blue light. Conceptual solutions are being developed such as projecting a "heads-up" display of the near-infrared fluorescence image to 1 microscope eyepiece or other methods to enable surgeons to simultaneously see overlapping bright-field and near-infrared images in the operative microsurgical view. Development of the optimal technologies for practical surgical use of these fluorescent APC analogs is still in progress.

We also acknowledge the inherent limitations in this proof-of-principle study resulting from the use of mouse tumor xenograft models derived from implanting human GBM and GSC lines and nonoptimized dosing, administration, and detection parameters. Questions relating to optimal APC dose, timing of administration, tumor uptake, persistence of tumor fluorescence, and optimal time window for surgical visualization will need to be answered through clinical trials with human cancer patients. We reported that preclinical and human data obtained with multiple radioiodinated APC analogs with regard to safety, tumor selective uptake, and retention were nearly identical, likely as a result of the identical molecular composition of the parental CLR1404 analog. Studies with multiple fluorescent (CLEAR1501, CLEAR1502) and other APC analogs are underway to directly establish the temporal profile and to discover details of their interactions with tumor cells, tumor-brain and blood-brain barriers, especially to determine practical surgical timing, dose, visualization, and other parameters.

**Clinical Potential**

In preparation for clinical trials, the federally mandated safety testing of these novel fluorescent APC analogs was just completed. No overt toxicity was noted with either CLEAR1501 or CLEAR1502 during multiple preclinical studies. The parent APC analog CLR1404 (CLEAR1501 and CLEAR1502 are fluorescent analogs) has undergone extensive animal and human safety testing. Results from the multi-institutional phase I trial of therapeutic 131I-CLR1404 in advanced cancer patients were recently reported. Radioiodinated APC analogs are currently in phase II clinical trials, and upcoming clinical trials in human tumors are planned for these promising tumor-selective fluorescence agents.

In addition to fluorescence tumor differentiation with CLEAR1501 and CLEAR1502, we hypothesize that coinjection with the related radioiodinated 124I-CLR1404 analog (for preoperative positron emission tomography/computed tomography tumor imaging) would correlate preoperative localization of tumor with intraoperative tumor fluorescence label and potentially improve extent of resection. Postoperative positron emission tomography/computed tomography imaging may also provide precise, cellular definition of any residual tumor cells (eg, define extent of resection). Then, follow-up adjuvant therapies that include
administration of therapeutic 131I-CLR1404 would target residual or unresectable tumor cells remaining after maximal surgery. Clinical trials to optimize imaging dose and timing parameters are underway for the radioiodinated APC analogs and will prove useful for optimizing fluorescent APC surgical clinical trials to achieve the multimodality strategy of using APC diagnostics and therapeutics against cancer.

CONCLUSION

CLR1501 (green; excitation/emission, 500/517 nm) and CLR1502 (near-infrared; excitation/emission, 760/778 nm) are novel fluorescent derivatives of tumor-targeting APC analogs. Their tumor fluorescence is readily detected with current clinically used, readily available indocyanine green fluorescence microscopes. CLR1501 and CLR1502 provided excellent tumor-to-brain fluorescence discrimination with in vivo GBM- and GSC-derived xenograft mouse models. Compared with 5-ALA, CLR1502 showed a superior tumor-to-brain fluorescence ratio. This study demonstrates the practical and promising potential of CLR1501 and CLR1502 analogs for use in fluorescence-guided tumor surgery.
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NOVEL TUMOR FLUORESCENCE AGENTS

the authors discuss a new class of fluorescent alkylphosphocholine analogs that are being studied for intraoperative detection of malignant gliomas. The authors have published a prior report describing these analogs radiolabeled with 124I or 131I with labeling of human cancer cell lines (including glioma stem-like cells) in vitro and in vivo for positron emission tomography imaging and targeted radiotherapy. These analogs have been modified now in this article with replacement of the radio-labeled iodine for fluorescent markers. CLR1501 is green with excitation at 500 nm, and CLR1502 is excited by near-infrared light >700 nm. The authors are able to demonstrate fluorescence in vivo with human orthotopic glioblastoma multiforme xenografts implanted in rodents. The use of compound 1502 results in better visualization of tumor fluorescence and less tissue autofluorescence, which may ultimately permit better visualization of malignant gliomas with near-infrared excitation.

Further testing of these agents is warranted to determine their positive predictive value of tissue fluorescence and malignant glioma tissue in patients. How effectively the analogs can cross the blood-brain barrier, be taken up by the tumor bulk, and infiltrate malignant glioma cells remains to be seen. The authors provide a nice contribution to the rapidly evolving field of fluorescence-guided surgery of malignant gliomas.

Costas G. Hadjipanayis
Atlanta, Georgia
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COMMENTS

Alkylphosphocholine (APC) analogs are being explored for targeting a variety of tumors. They appear to have an affinity to cancer cells membranes where, unlike in normal cells, they cannot be metabolized. When coupled to radioactive iodine or to fluorescent moieties, this unique facility of APC analogs might be useful for treating or for intraoperative detection of tumors. Because the marginal tissue of malignant gliomas is difficult to detect in neurosurgical procedures, the authors explore 2 APC analogs coupled to fluorescent moieties for identifying experimental brain tumors and tumor stem cell-derived brain tumors in vivo.

One of the APC analogs has fluorescence in the visible (green) range (CLR1501, 517 nm); the other (CLR1502), in the infrared range, invisible to the human eye (778 nm). Using different methods (fluorescence-activated cell sorting, spectrometrical imaging, confocal imaging, and a standard surgical microscope equipped for indocyanine green angiography), the authors detect and visualize the 2 APC analogs. Using spectrometrical methods, they compare the fluorescence ratio between normal brain and tumor tissue with the fluorescence ratio found when they visualized their in vivo tumors with 5-aminolevulinic acid-derived protoporphyrin IX fluorescence, the latter having come into widespread clinical use. They report high tumor:normal fluorescence ratios for both compounds in their U251 tumor model, which was similar to 5-aminolevulinic acid-derived protoporphyrin IX fluorescence.

The authors are the first to explore these compounds for visualizing malignant glioma cells in the brain. This work is original and bears interest. However, many questions remain unanswered from this report. The images selected for demonstrating differential uptake suggest that the tumors have a wide margin of unspecific fluorescence. Possibly a strong time dependence is to be expected as the fluorophores circulate with blood, and selectivity will vary over time after intravenous application. It will be interesting to see how this promising technique develops in the future.

Walter Stummer
Münster, Germany

The authors present their experience with the preclinical development of alkylphosphocholine analogs with specificity for gliomas. Their efforts are timely in that the mounting literature in support of glioma extent of resection necessitates new paradigms, including fluorescent-guided surgery, to maximize cytoreduction. We look forward to more work from this group further validating this fluorophore biomarker and exploring its utility in both diagnostic and therapeutic paradigms.

Nader Sanai
Phoenix, Arizona

This is an interesting article examining the use of alkylphosphocholine analogs as a potential aid to fluorescence-guided glioma surgery. The major limitation of this report is the xenograft nature of the model used for these studies. I also am not convinced that the comparison of these new markers with the more established fluorescent-based surgical aids (such as 5-aminolevulinic acid) is reasonable on the basis of the data presented in this report. Although these compounds might prove useful in the future, further work is required.

Randy Jensen
Salt Lake City, Utah

A video abstract discussion by Drs Kuo and Weichert accompanies this article. Please visit http://bit.ly/1GxvFOx to view this video.